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QUESTION 1
Refer to the exhibit
F16438[FSM:STAGE:FAILED]: Establish connection Stage: comp/prov-VMware/ ctrlr-[RTPACILab]-TestVcenter Failed
to retrieve ServiceContent from the vCenter server 10.122.253.152(FSM-STAGE:ifc:vmmmgr:CompCtrlrAdd:Connect)

Which option is a potential reason why you would see this output while provisioning a DVS?
A. The specified data center does not exist on the vCenter m question.
B. The Cisco APIC(s) cannot reach the vCenter host/vm.
C. The Service Content process has crashed.
D. Cisco Discovery Protocol is disabled on the vswitch policy tied to the corresponding AAEP.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 2
Which scope type is used when the subnet address needs to be \\'leaked" to a different context or tenant?
A. public
B. shared
C. infra
D. private
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 3
Which option describes how to clear a fault from the Cisco ARC after it has been generated?
A. Faults are raised and cleared automatically by the system.
B. Faults can be "acknowledged" only after the fault is in the "soaking" state.
C. Faults can be "acknowledged," which means it is immediately cleared from the system.

D. Faults are cleared only after the log is full, so the oldest faults are deleted.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 4
Which command allows you to log in to a line card on a leaf switch?
A. Leaf# vsh_lc
B. Leaf#vsh
C. Leaf*vsh-lc
D. Leaft vshell -lc
E. Leafs vsh-hw
Correct Answer: E

QUESTION 5
When you use a Cisco UCS fabric interconnect, which protocol must be configured between the fabric interconnect and
the ESX/ server?
A. PFC
B. vPC
C. HSRP
D. Cisco Discovery Protocol
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 6
Which two statements are true regarding ARP request/response on an ACI Fabric? (Choose two.)
A. ARP requests come in on the elected/designated FD encapsulation VLAN under the BD.
B. ARP request can be captured using icpdump" on spine switches.
C. ARP traffic is handled by the broadcom ASIC it the two endpoints are in the same EPG and the same FD VLAN.
D. ARP requests are sent to CPU only if they are for the Bridge Domain SVI IP address
E. ELAM can be used to capture ARP request/response frames in the Leaf front panel Broadcom ASIC.

Correct Answer: DE

QUESTION 7
Which command is used to successfully SSH into a Cisco ARC or switch CLI using a remote authentication server?
A. apic#rad_check//username@192.168.1.21
B. ssh apic#rad_check\\username@192.168.1.21
C. ssh apic#ad_ch?k//username@192.168.1.21
D. ssh apic@rad_check\\username@192.168.1.21
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 8
Which MO name represents a physical domain?
A. RtDomP
B. PhysDomP
C. physDomP
D. InfraRtDomP
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
Which Cisco ACl policy binds the VMM domain with specific leaf interfaces?
A. interface profile B. switch pokey
C. vSwitch policy
D. attachable access entity pokey
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 10
Which two statements about contract policy enforcement are true? (Choose two)
A. The class ID (or PCTag) of the source EPG is inserted by the ingress leaf into any packets going into the fsbric.
B. Contracts are always enforced m the ingress leaf

C. The class ID (or PCTag) of the destination EPG is inserted by the ingress leaf into any packets going into the fabric
D. Contracts are sometimes enforced in the ingress leaf and sometimes in the egress leaf.
E. Contracts are always enforced m the egress leaf
Correct Answer: BC

QUESTION 11
On the Cisco Nexus 93128 chassis, which port range is capable of operating at 40 GB?
A. 1/97-1/100
B. 1/97-1/104
C. 1/97-1/108
D. 1/100-1/108
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 12
Which packets are counted after the atomic counters are configured?
A. packets that are switched in the hypervisors
B. packets that are locally switched
C. packets that are switched via AVS
D. packets that traverse the fabric
Correct Answer: A
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